28-29 JAN 07 COMPLEX ATK IVO NAJAF-TIMELINE OF EVENTS

- 0630: FOB HOTEL REPORTED UNDER ATTACK
- 0717: GDNE REPORTS TIC IN NORTH NAJAF
- 0818: CAS ON STATION; ODA RECEIVING SAF
- 0830: ESTIMATED 80 AIP PAX WITH RPGS AND HEAVY WNPS
- 0840: REPORTED EVENY DWG INS BERM VIC RAPTOR JTAC REQUESTS DROPPED ORDNANCE
- 0915: A16 CONDUCTS STRAFING FIRE
- 1000: 2AHH4 AND 2AHH4 DEPART FOR KALAI, THEN TO NAJAF
- 1045: JTAC REPORTS KIL MULTIPLE IN MAL, PID HOUSE FULL OF AIP, REPORTED GENERAL SHMR ROUNDS DROPPED AND MULTIPLE GUN RUNS, ODA DEPLOYS ICTF RTIL.
- 1055: RHI REPORTS TIC FROM FACTORY TRAM AWAY, REQUESTS CAS
- 1056: GDNE DEPLOYS ROCKETS FIRED AT R/W AIC.
- 1125: AH-61 REPORTED DOWN.
- 1145: GDNE CALLS FOR IA COMPANY TO REINFORCE FROM DINANIYA
- 1142: 2AHH4, 2AHH4, 2AHH4, AND 2AHH4 DEPART ON STATION
- 1200: COMPANY OF STRIKERS ARRIVE AT CRASH SITE; GDNE SETUP requests AC-130 SUPPORT
- 1302: 2-3 IN TAKES CONTROL OF GROUND FORCES VIC CRASH SITE
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